Effects of isolation and high helium pressure on the nucleolus of sympathetic neurons in the rat superior cervical ganglion.
In prokaryotes, unicellular eukaryotes and cell-free systems, pressure is known to exert an inhibitory effect on protein synthesis and RNA metabolism, the mechanism(s) of which remain to be investigated in detail. The purpose of the present in vitro study was to compare ultrastructural and quantitative changes of the nucleolus, which is the site of ribosome biogenesis, in sympathetic neurons of rat superior cervical ganglia (SCG) maintained for 2, 3 and 5 h in NCTC 109 medium and subjected to pressure or not. In control SCG (left) the nucleolus greatly increased in volume (+ 33%) 2 h after excision, in comparison with SCG fixed immediately. This overall enlargement was found to reflect a marked increase in all nucleolar components (from 16 to 87%). After 5 h, volumes of nucleolus, fibrillar centers and vacuolar component returned to control values, whereas dense fibrillar and granular components remained affected. Such early and transient changes are regarded as reflecting basic metabolic changes associated with increased nucleolar RNA that should be of primary concern to experiments using SCG transplanted in culture media. Compression under helium up to 180 atmospheric pressure for 1 h of right SCG maintained for 2 h in culture medium, was shown to induce, on the contrary, a marked decrease in nucleolar volume (-39%) and in volumes of all nucleolar components (from -36 to -51%). When they were kept at constant high pressure for 1 and 3 h a progressive recovery of volumes of nucleoli and nucleolar components was observed. Consequently, compression was shown to exert opposite effects to those of isolation of SCG. Present data are interpreted as an inhibitory effect of pressure on ribosome biogenesis. Such observations on a vertebrate neuron might open a new field in the search for cellular mechanisms underlying the effects of pressure on living organisms and especially on the nervous system.